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ABSTRACT
For a fimte abelian group G. we mvestlgate the length of a sequence of elements of G that IS guaranteed
to have a subsequence with product Identity of G. In particular. we obtam a bound on the length which
takes mto account the repetitions of elements of the sequence. the rank and the mvanant factors of
G. Consequently. we see that there are plenty of such sequences whose length could be much shorter
than the best known upper bound for the Davenport constant of G. which IS the least mteger s such
that any sequence of length s m G necessanly contams a subsequence with product Identity. We also
show that the Davenport constant t,'r the multiplicative group of reduced residue classes modulo n IS
comparatively large with respect to the order of the group. which IS </Jln I. when n IS m certam thm
subsets of pOSItive mtegers. This IS done by studymg the Carmichael's lambda function. defined as the
maximal multiplicative order of any reduced residue modulo n. along these subsets.
1 INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite abelian group with multiplication. Davenport's constant D( G)
is defined to be the least positive integer s such that any sequence (with possible
repetitions) of s elements of G contains a subsequence whose product is the
identity of G. Historically, D( G) was first introduced by Davenport [6], who
obtained a number of interesting results concerning this constant. In particular,
he showed that if K is an algebraic number field and G is the ideal class group
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of K, then D (G) turns out to be the maximal number of prime ideals (counting
multiplicity) that appear in the decomposition of an irreducible integer in K.
Because of this striking feature of D( G) and other implications, it is of great
interest to have the best possible bounds for this combinatorial invariant. As
a consequence of the Fundamental Theorem for finite abelian groups, one has
G=Mllj X Mil2 x··· X Mild where 111.112 ••••• 11d are the unique integers known
as the invariant factors of G satisfying 2 ~ 11111121··· Il1d-11l1d and Mil is the cyclic
group of order 11. Here d is the rank of G and 11 d is the maximum possible order of
an element of G. Let us denote by
d
M(G) = 1+ L(I1; -1).
;=1
IfMil) is generated by h; for 1 ~ j ~ d, then the sequence
where each h; repeats exactly 11; - 1 times, has no subsequence with product
identity so that I1d ~ M(G) ~ D(G). Note that M(G) ~ CJ(l1d) = O(I1,doglogl1d)
where CJ (11 d) is the sum of all divisors of 11 d. Consequently it is not a significant
loss if I1d is used as a lower bound for D(G) instead of M(G). We also have the
bound D (G) ~ 1Gland these bounds are tight for cyclic groups. If H is a subgroup
of G, then one can show that D(H) ~ D(G). Olson [29,30] proved that D(G) =
M (G) for all finite abelian groups of rank 2 and for all finite abelian p-groups.
Geroldinger and Schneider [16] proved that the possibility D( G) > M (G) occurs
rather frequently. The question of whether M (G) = D (G) holds for finite abelian
groups of rank 3 was first studied by Van Emde Boas [36] and recently Gao [14]
made important progress towards its solution. For a variety of other interesting
results about D (G) for special types of finite abelian groups the reader may
consult [4,5,7,15,24,34]. It is also conjectured that (see [27])
d
D(G) ~ LI1;.
;=1
Longest possible sequences in G with no nonempty subsequence having product
identity played a key role in the celebrated proof of the infinitude of Carmichael
numbers by Alford, Granville and Pomerance [1]. Therefore, obtaining good
upper bounds for the Davenport constant constitutes an important problem in
combinatorial number theory with many applications. Currently the best upper
bound for D(G) is due to Van Emde Boas and Kruyswijk [37] and Meshulam [25]
(see also [1] and [2]) who proved that
2
(/11./11 ..... /11. h2. h2 ..... h2 ..... hd. hd ..... hd).
D(G) ~ 11 + [1110g ( I~I)1
where 11 is the maximum possible order of an element also known as the exponent
of the group. For some special types of nonabelian finite p-groups upper bounds
for D(G) were obtained by Dimitrov [8].
It would be desirable to have results on the length of sequences that are
guaranteed to have a subsequence with product identity which takes into account
the repetitions of elements of the sequence, the rank and the invariant factors of
G. Note that given gE G, the order of gdivides I1d, so that choosing a minimal
invariant factor 11; with the order of g dividing 11 ;, we see that there is an invariant
factor 11; having the property that the order of g divides 11; but does not divide
any other invariant factor which is strictly smaller than 11 ;. With this observation in
mind, our goal is to prove the following result:
Theorem 1. Let G he a jinite ahelian glVup of rank d with invariant factors 2 ~
11111121·· ·ll1d-11I1d = 11. Consider the sequence of elements of G,
with distinct gl. g2 . .... gd where for each 1 ~ j ~ d, g; appears 11; - k; times with
1 ~ k; ~ 11;, ((f 11; = k;, then g; does not appear in the sequence) the order of g;
divides 11; hut does not divide any other invariant factor which is strict()· smaller
than 11; and Sl. S2 ..... Sr are arhitnll)' elements of G such that
Then L has a suhsequence whose plVduct is the identity of G.
As our next result clearly demonstrates, for finite abelian groups with large rank,
there are plenty ofshorter sequences that are guaranteed to have a subsequence with
product identity of G.
Corollary 1. Let G he ajinite ahelian glVup of rank d ~ 2 with invariant factors
2 ~ 111 11121 .. ·ll1d-11I1d = 11. Let S he a suhset of [1. 2 ..... d - 1) and L he a
sequence in G such that for each 11; with j E S, L contains distinct elements g;
where the order g; divides 11; hut does not divide any other invariant factor which
is strictly smaller than 11;. If the length of L is denoted hy 1L 1 and
ILI~I1+[1110g(~)]-[L( 11 -1)].
11 2(11;-1)
;ES
(empty sums are assumed to he zelV) then L contains a suhsequence with plVduct
identity of G.
An application of Corollary 1 can be given for the multiplicative group of all
reduced residue classes modulo Ill, denoted as (ZjIII Z)* = ZlIl*. In the next section,
3
,
L = (gl. gl.···. gl. g2. g2.···. g2.···. gd. gd.···. gd. Sl. s2.···. Sr)
.
,~n + max (0 ['''OgC~1D:;)])
I I
ILl ~ 11 + [1110gC~I)] - [~(2(11;1_ 1) - 1)l
111 111
we present numerical examples for these groups which illustrate the lower bound
computed for the length of the sequence described in Corollary 1 that is guaranteed
to have a subsequence with product congruent to 1 modulo Ill. If p is prime and
k ~ 1, then by Dirichlet's theorem, there are infinitely many primes q satisfying
q == 1 (mod pk) so that I'Lq *I = q - 1 is divisible by pk. Since 'Lq * is cyclic, the
cyclic group of order pk namely Mpk is a subgroup of 'Lq*. Using the Fundamental
Theorem on finite abelian groups and the Chinese Remainder theorem, it follows
that any finite abelian group can be realized as a subgroup of some 'Liz * with square-
free h. Moreover using Dirichlet's theorem repeatedly, one can find a square-free
number h such that the direct product M p x M p2 X ... X Mpk is a subgroup of
'Liz * and therefore the p-rank of 'Liz * is at least k. Consequently one can find 'Liz * of
arbitrarily large rank. Therefore, if G is a finite abelian group and a subgroup of 'Liz *
for some square-free h, then D (G) ~ D ('Liz *) and the groups 'Liz * can be viewed as
universal in this sense. Moreover, if G = 'L:', for some III > 1, then the maximal
invariant factor of G is known as the Carmichael's lambda function A(Ill), defined
as the maximal multiplicative order of any reduced residue modulo III which turns
out to be the least common multiple of all A(pr) over the prime powers pr exactly
dividing Ill. It is well known that A(pr ) = ¢ (pr) for all prime powers pr, except
the case p = 2 and r ~ 3 where one has A(2') = ~¢(2r). A remarkable study of
A(Ill) was done by Erdos, Pomerance and Schmutz [11]. They proved, among other
results, that
III
A(Ill) > ------,------,-----,-------,--,...---,;-(log III )log log log m+A+oI 11
for almost all Ill, where A is an explicitly defined constant and the o( 1) term is
shown to be « (log log III ) -HE for every fixed f > O. Moreover, they consider A(Ill )
on the average obtaining the estimate
x
2
( Bloglogx )" A(Ill ) = -- exp (1 + 0(1)) .
L 100 x 10°10° 100 xm~x b b b b
where B is an explicitly defined constant. In an interesting paper, Luca and
Sankaranarayanan [22] studied all moments of A(Ill ) and proved for r > 0 that
x r+ 1 (Br loglogx )
" A(Ill )' = -- exp (1 + 0(1))
L 100 x 10°10° 100 xm~x b b b b
for a certain constant Br • They also consider the more subtle problem of negative
moments of A(Ill ) obtaining the lower bound
L A(Ill )' ~ xl-8+0111
m~x
for a constant I) > 0 which turns out to be related to the distribution of primes p
such that p - 1 is a smooth number. The average multiplicative order of elements
4
(IIl) III
modulo III was nicely treated by Luca and Shparlinski [23]. A problem about the
local behavior ofCarmichael's lambda function was solved by Doyon and Luca [9].
Recently, Ford and Hu [13] obtained results on the distribution of divisors of A(Ill )
inspired by the techniques that Ford [12] introduced in his impressive work on the
distribution of integers with a divisor in a specified interval. Using the fact that
n(/ ~ D(G), we have A(IIl) ~ D(Z:,,). Combining this with the above estimate of
Erdos, Pomerance and Schmutz, we see that
* IIID (Z ) > ------,-----:---:------,------,,--
m (log III )logloglogm+A+oIll
holds for almost all Ill. This shows that, for almost all III , the Davenport constant of
Z:" is comparatively large with respect to the order of the group ¢ (Ill) = 1Z:',I. Our
result below indicates that the Davenport constant of Z:" is even larger compared to
the order ofthe group when III comes from certain thin subsets consisting ofintegers
with few prime divisors. The precise formulation of our claim is as follows.
Theorem 2. Consider the set of integers
for ajixed integer K, where n (n) is the total nWIl her ofprime factors of n counting
multiplicity. Then for almost aUn E SK er) and everyjixed f > 0, we have
where the nWllher of exceptions depends on()' on K and f. Moreover let h(x) he a
1IIOnotonical()' increasing flll/ction tending to injinity such that h (x) = o(log log x)
andfor evel)'jixed c > 1,
h(x)
--<c
h(JX) '"
when x is s/(tficiently large in terms of c. If we consider the set of integers
.'liz (x) = {n ~ x : n(n) ~ h(x)}.
then for almost aUn E .'liz (x) and evel)'jixed f > 0, one has
where the nlllllher of exceptions depends on()' on h (x) and f.
We remark that almost all integers n ~ x have about loglogx prime factors (even
with counting multiplicity) by a classical theorem of Hardy and Ramanujan [19].
Hence the sets .'liz (x) of the above theorem clearly satisfy .'liz (x) = 0 (x). It follows
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11(
III
D(Z* ) > )!oo!o£!o£lll+A+OI!1
1ll (l lll C " "
SKCr)={I1~x: n(I1)~K}
f 11) 11
11 C f
11
D(Z*) ~ (K)+2+E
II (log 11) 2
)
f
Tf
)
-<
( ) '" c
11 X (l1
11 Tf
11
D(Z*) ~ 11+E11z2 11'1II (logl1) "2
11
that the smaller h(x) we take, the thinner these sets ,'h(x) will be, but at the same
time the lower bound obtained for DCL~) becomes superior to the lower bound
obtained above as a direct consequence of the estimate of Carmichael's lambda
function for almost alln by Erdos, Pomerance and Schmutz. In particular we may
take h(x) = log; x = 10g;_1 (logx) as the j-th iterated logarithm for j ~ 3, which is
easily seen to satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2, to obtain that
for every fixed f > 0 and for almost alln E .'liz (x ). Our next result confirms that the
normal order of the quotient D l~;\f) is rather small.
Theorem 3. For almost aUn ~ x, we have
DCL* )
--'-' = O(loglogx·logloglogx).
A(n)
For almost aUn E .'liz (x), we have
DCL*) 7
--'-' = O(h-Cr)loglogx).
A(n)
For almost aUn E SK Cr), we have
DCL* )
--'-' = °K(looloox).
A(n) b b
Our final result is concerned about the average behavior of the quotient ~.\~:: I •
Theorem 4. For aU x > e, we have
DCL*) ~L --'-' = O(x(loglogxt).
A(n)
Il~X
We remark that LIZ:(x ~.((~:: I is clearly» x. It would be an interesting problem to
find nontrivial lower bounds and the true order of growth of this sum.
2 EXAMPLES
In this section, we present two examples illustrating Corollary 1. As our first
example, we take III = 53 . 7"~. 11 3 so that IZ~,1 = ¢(IIl) = 24 .3.53 .73 .112 =
249018000. It is easy to see that
It follows that
6
('L~
nD('L~) ~ (l+E II log) 1112
I (logn) 2
'
D('L~) = (}(loglogx .logloglogx).
D('L~) = (}(h2 (x)10glogx).
D('L~) = (}K(loglogx).
( )
" D('L~) = (} (x (log logx)3).
L
Il
I
Z:" = Z;3 x Z;-I x Z;13= M22 52 X M2 3 73 X M 2 5 112.
Z:" =M2 x (M2 x M5 ) X (M22 x M3 X M52 X M 73 x M 112).
Therefore the rank of this group is 3 with invariant factors 111 = 2, 112 = 2.5 = 10
and 113 = 22 . 3.52 .73 .11 2 = 12450900. Using these values the upper bound for the
Davenport constant is computed to be
113 + [11 310g( I~:,I)] = 12450900 + 37299562 = 49750462.
To apply Corollary 1, assume that S = [L 2) and let L be a sequence ofelements in
the group such that for j = L 2, L contains distinct elements g; where the order of
g; divides 11; but does not divide strictly smaller invariant factors. If the length of
L satisfies
[(
22 .3.52 .73 .11 2 ) (22 .3.52 .73 .112 )]ILl ~49750462 - -1 + -1
2·9 2
= 49750462 - 6917164 = 42833298.
then L is guaranteed to have a subsequence with product congruent to 1 modulo Ill.
For the second example, we take III = 53 . T~ . 113 . 132 so that 1£::',1 = 26 .32 . 53 .
73 . 112 . 13 = 38846808000. We then have,
This group has rank 4 and the invariant factors are 111 = 112 = 2,113 = 22 .3.5 = 60
and 11-1 = 22 .3.52 . 73 . 112 . 13 = 161861700. With these values we compute the
upper bound for the Davenport constant as
11-1 + ['1-I10g( I~:,I)] = 161861700 + 887105533 = 1048967233.
Assuming S = [L 2. 3), if L is a sequence of elements in the group such that for
j = L 2. 3, L contains distinct elements g; where the order of g; divides 11; but
does not divide strictly smaller invariant factors, then L contains a subsequence
with product congruent to 1 modulo III provided
ILl ~ 1048967233 - [t 11-1 - 1]
2(11; -1)
;=1
= 1048967233 - 163233406 = 885733827.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Assume that the sequence
is given with distinct gl. g2 . .... gd where for each 1 ~ j ~ d, g; appears 11; - k;
times with 1 ~ k; ~ 11 ;, the order of g; divides 11; but does not divide any other
7
IZ I
Z:" =M2 x M2 X (M22 X M3 x Ms) X (M22 x M3 X M S2 X M 73 X M 112 x M13).
L = (gl. gl.···. gl. g2. g2.···. g2.···. gd. gd.···. gd. Sl. S2.···. Sr)
.
invariant factor which is strictly smaller than 11; and sl, s2, ... ,sr are arbitrary
elements of G such that
[ (
IGI d k )]r = 11 + 1110g - TI --.L .
11 ;=1 11 ;
We modify the method introduced in [1]. First, let us take a prime q such that
q == 1 (mod 11). Consider the group ring IFq [G] where IFq is the field with q elements.
It is sufficient to find nonzero elements
au, an, "" al1Ilj-kjl' an, an, "" a211l2-k21' . '" a,ll, an, ... ,adilld-kdI'
bl,b2, ... ,br
in IFq such that the product
Ilj-kj 1l2-k2 Ild-kd
(1) TI (gl-al;)' TI (g2- a2;)'" TI (gd-ad;)·TI(s;-b;)
;=1 ;=1 ;=1 ;=1
is null, since if L has no subsequence with product identity, then the constant term
in the expansion of this product in IFq [G] would be
Ilj-kj 1l2-k2 Ild-kd r
TI al;' TI a2;'" TI ad;' TI b; = 0
;=1 ;=1 ;=1 ;=1
which is a contradiction. Using extensions of all the group characters (there
are exactly IG I such characters) X : G ---+ IFq * (IFq * denotes the multiplicative
group in IFq ) to ring homomorphisms X : IFq [G] ---+ IFq and orthogonality of these
characters, for the above product (1) to be zero, it suffices to show that for each
extended group character X either X (gl ) = al; or X(s; ) = b; for some al; or b;.
Hence our strategy is to cover as many characters as we can and choose the
remaining (if any exist) elements in an arbitrary manner. Let us consider gl. Since
the order of gl is a divisor of 111, X(gl) is an 111 th root of unity in IFq * for any
character X. Hence there is all E IFq * such that
It follows that
Note that if X is any character such that X(gl ) -=I- all, then X(gl) is some other 111 th
root of unity in IFq * and consequently there is an E IFq * such that
8
IGI
#{X : x(gl)=au}~-.
111
#{x: x(gl)#aU}~IGI(l-~).
111
#
1
#{x : x(gl)#au,x(gl)=an} ~ #{x : x(gl)#au}
(111 -1)
ana
Clearly we can continue in this way until all gl 's are consumed in the given sequence
to obtain
Repeating this process for g2, ... , gd, we have
(3)
Note that for the remaining elements Sl, S2, ... , Sr, all of X (Sl ), X (S2), , X (sr) are
11 th roots of unity in IFq *. Hence applying the same reasoning to Sl, S2, , Sk with
[ (
IGI d k )](4) k=l+ I1log -TI~
11 ;=II1;
gIves
( d k ) ( l)k:( IGI TI --.!... 1 - -;=II1; 11
Moreover using (4) we have
(6) k (( d)) d1 -k IGI k; 11 11;( 1- -) < exp(-) :( exp -log - TI - = - TI -.11 11 11 11; IGI k;
;=l ;=l
Combining (5) and (6), it follows that the number of extended characters of G still
not covered by the above process is :( 11 - 1. We denote these remaining characters
by Xl, X2, "" Xli with 1I :( 11 -1. Note that r -k = 11 -1 and we may take Xl (Sk+l) =
bk+l, X2(Sk+2) = bk+2, "" Xli (Sk+lI) = bk+lI' The remaining b; 's (if any exist) can
be chosen in an arbitrary manner. To complete the proof we remark that since
9
#{X : x(gl)#al1,x(gl)#an}
:((l __l_)#{X: x(gl)#al1}
111 - 1
:( IGI(l- ~)(1-_1_).
111 111-1
l
1l
1-k1-1( 1) k1
(2) #{X: x(gl)#a1;,1:(j:(111-k I}:(IGI [l 1---. =IGI-·
;=0 111 - } 111
,
d
#{X : X(g,) #a,;, 1:( i :(d, 1:( j :(11, -kd:( IGI [l k;.
;=1 11;
r)
[l
11
(5) #{X : X(g,) # a,;, 1:( i:( d, 1:( j:( 11, - k" X(Sl') # bl" 1:( v:( k}
: I I (fI k;) (1 _~)k
11
( (
k ;
1-;;-) <exp(--;-):(ex -log --;-}]~ TGI}]k;'
i 1
1, i +lI) +lI'
I d~hk; =~ [lk;,
11 11; 11_
1;=1 ;-
one has to take k = 1 and r = 11 when
(
IGI d k )log - TI -.!... :s; o.
11 ;=111;
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. D
..( REMARKS
Note that the length of the sequence considered in Theorem 1 is
(d) [ (IGI d k )](7) ILI=I1+ L(I1;-k;) + I1log ----;;TI,~; .
;=1 ;=1 ;
For any positive integer 11, the function f (x) = 11 log x - x is strictly increasing for
o< x < 11. Using this, let us see that
(8) ILl :s; 11 + [l1l0gC~I)1
Clearly we have
(9)
If 11; = k; for some j, then g; gives no contribution to IL I. Therefore we may
consider only terms with 1 :S; k; :S; 11; - 1. Since f (x) is strictly increasing for 0 <
x < 11, we obtain that 11; -k; < l1(logl1; -logk;) and
d d
(10) L(I1; -k;) < 11 L(logl1; -logk;).
;=1 ;=1
Since left hand side of(10) is an integer, it follows from (10) that
(11) f:Yl; -k;):S; [11 t(lOgl1; -logk;)].
;=1 ;=1
Combining (9) and (11) we deduce (8) as claimed. Let us now look at some extreme
cases. First of all if we do not exploit possible repetitions in our sequence, then this
amounts to taking 11; = k; for all j and (8) reduces to the bound
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(d) [ (IGI) d ]ILI=I1+ ?;(I1;-k;) + I1log ----;; -11?;(lOgl1;-lOgk;)
~n + (Eln, -k,,) + [n IOgC~I)] - [n Eoogn, -Iogk,J
d [ d ]( ) L(I1 - ;): ; 11 L(lo l ; l ; .
D(G) :S; 11 + [l1l0g ( I~I)]
mentioned in the introduction. On the other hand, taking k; = 1 for all j so that
each g; appears a maximum possible number of 11; - 1 times in L and noticing that
(
IGI d k )log - TI --.!.... = -log 11 ~ O.
11 ;=111;
we have
d
ILl =11 + L(I1; -1).
;=1
which shows the decrease in the length due to repetitions. On the other extreme
taking k; = 11; - 1 for all j, so that each g; appears only once in L gives a dramatic
increase in the length as
Finally taking k; = 11; for 1 ~ j ~ d - 1 and kd = I1d - 1 gives
Since I1log( 1 - ~) approaches to -1 as 11 tends to infinity, this almost agrees with
the bound for D (G) mentioned in the introduction.
5 PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
Let L be a given sequence in G such that for each invariant factor 11; with j E S, L
contains distinct elements g; where the order of g; divides 11; but does not divide
any other invariant factor which is strictly smaller than 11; and
(12) ILI~I1+[1110g(~)]-[L( 11 -1)].11 2(11;-1)
;ES
By Theorem 1, if the length of L is
(d) [ (IGI d k )](13) ~11+ L(I1;-k;) + I1log --;-TI,~; .
;=1 ;=1 ;
then L has a subsequence with product identity. Consider the quantity
(14) [11 tOOgl1; -lOgk;)] - (t(l1; -k;)).
;=1 ;=1
11
ITI ~d +" + ["IOgC~1D(I -"IJ)J
ILl = 1+ 11 + [l1l0gC~1 ( 1 - ~) ) l
Ll ~ 11 + [l1l0gC~I)] - [~(2 11; _ 1) 1)l
1
Since the function
g (x) = 1110g ( 1 + ~ ) - 1 = 11 log(x + 1) - x - 1 - (11 log x - x)
is strictly decreasing for x > 0 and by our assumption 1 ~ k; ~ 11; - 1 for all j E S,
we see that 11 (log 11 ; - logk;) - (11; - k;) is minimized if we take k; = 11; - 1.
Moreover the minimum value is
(15) 1110g (_I1_;_) _1 = 1110g (1 + _1_) - 1.
11;-1 11;-1
Using the Taylor expansion oflog(l + z) we see that the right side of (15) is
(16)
(
1
??11
(11; - 1)
1) 11-1?? -1>0
2(11; - 1)2 2(11; - 1)
for all j E S. Using the fact that 11 (log 11; -logk;)- (11; -k;) ?? 0 forany 1 ~ j ~ d
and summing over all j, it follows from (16) that
(17)
Combining (14) and (17) one sees that
(18) [11 t(lOgl1; -10gk;)] - (t(l1; -k;)) ?? [L(2(11 11_
1
) -1)l
;=1 ;=1 ;ES;
From (9) and (18) we have that
(d) [ (IGI d k )](19) 11+ L(I1;-k;) + 1110g ---;-TI,:;
;=1 ;=1 ;
~ 11 + [1110g(~)] - [L( 11 - 1)].11 2(11;-1)
;ES
Finally using (12), (13) and (19), we complete the proof of Corollary 1. D
6 PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let us recall that
,'h(x) = {11 ~ X : n(l1) ~ 17(x) = o(loglogx)}
and for any integer k ?? 1, denote by
12
~ 11 (11; ~ 1) -- 1~
~
d ( d )I1L(logl1;-logk;)- L(I1;-k;) ~L( 11 -1).
2(11 -1)
;=1 ;=1 ;ES;
~
~
rrk(X)=I{I1~x: n(I1)=k}l·
Strong asymptotic formulas are known for Ih (x), in particular we may quote the
following result from [35]: Uniformly for x ~ 3 and 1 ~ k ~ (2 - I) ) log log x with
o< I) < 1, one has
(20) x(loglogX)k-l( ( k - 1) ( k ))Ih(x) = v + 08 .
(k - 1)!logx loglogx (loglogx)2
Here the complex function v(z) is defined as
1 (Z)-l( 1)~v(z) = TI 1 - - 1 - -
f(z + 1) p p
p
where the product is taken over all primes, r (z) is the Gamma function and specially
v (0) = 1. Historically, the origin of these type of results goes back to the classical
work of Hardy and Ramanujan [19] and later great uniformity in k were obtained
by Sathe [31,32], Erdos [10] and Selberg [33]. Consequently, using (20), for any
1 ~ k ~ h(x) = o(loglogx),we have
(
X(lOglOgX)k-l)
Ih(x) = 0
(k -1)!logx
where the implied constant is absolute. Taking 1+ III = [h(x)], it follows that
ISIzCr)1 = o( L Ih(X)) = o( L X(lOglOgX)k-l)
(k -1)!logx
k:(IzIXI k:(IzIXI
(
X(lOglOgX)lII ( III III (Ill -1) Ill!))
=0 1+ + +...+----
Ill! logx loglogx (loglogx)2 (loglogx)lII
(
X(log log X)lII ( III III2 III 111 ))
=0 1+ + +...+----
Ill! logx loglogx (loglogx)2 (loglogx)lII
(
X(lOglOgX)lII )
=0
lIl!logx
since the geometric series with common factor lo/{~£x = 0(1) converges. Clearly
we also have " "
x (log log X)lII
ISiz Cr) I» --'-----'-----
lIl!logx
Let M be the number of 11 ~ x with a square-full divisor d such that d > (log X )2+E
for f > o. It is well known that (see [21]), if S(y) is the number of square-full
1
integers ~ y, then S(y) « y"2 . Fixing such a divisor d, the number of11 ~ x divisible
by dis [J] ~ J. Therefore by partial summation, we have that
(21 ) M~x
S(t)
-7- dt.
t-
13
7)-1.::..
Ih(x) = O(X(lOglOgX)k-l)
l
l
x l
l
l
!
ISIzCr)l» x(loglogx)lIl
,,1 S((l00X)2+E) IX
L -=S(x)- b r
d (loo r)2+E +"
d >1!O£XI2+c b"
d squ~re-full I!ogx 12+c
S(t) dt.
2
Noting that S(x) «XI, S((logx)2+E) « (log x )l+}- and
"0
f
x
f S(t )-7- dt«t- 1 1 E3"" dt« (logx) +:2,t2
(logx )2+E
we obtain from (21) that
X (X(lOglOgX)lIl)
(22) M « E = 0 = o(S/z(x)).
(logx)l+:2 lIl!logx
From (22), we see that almost all 11 E S/z(x) has a large square-free divisor 111
satisfying
(23)
11
111 ~ 7'(logX)_+E
Note that for any III relatively prime to 11, we have 11/1111 == 1 (mod 11) and 11/1111 ==
1 (mod 111) since 111 is a divisor of 11. Therefore the order of III modulo 111 is a divisor
of ),.(11). Since ),.(111) is the least common multiple of orders of all reduced residues
modulo 111, it follows that ),.(111) divides ),.(11) and in particular that ),.(111) ~ ),.(11).
Our next goal is to estimate ),.(111) from below. To this end, let N be the number of
11 ~ x having two prime divisors p -=I- q with a divisor d of (p - 1, q - 1) satisfying
d > (logX)l+E for f > O. Given d, p and q, the number of such 11 ~ x is at most
[ptq ] ~ ptq . Summing up first over p and q while d is fixed and then summing up
over d, we obtain that
(24) N '" x d "IE,,,c ,~, ,> ~ d"IE,j ~ ~)'
" p=l Imod <II "p=lImod <II
q=l Imod <II
Let 7T (x, d, 1) be the number of primes ~ x that are congruent to 1 modulo d. By
the Brun-Titchmarsh theorem (see [17] and [26]), we know for any d < x that
(25)
2x
7T(x,d,l)~ t'
¢(d)log('J)
As a consequence of the Brun-Titchmarsh theorem, using partial summation, it
follows from (25) that
(26)
p~x
p=l Imod <II
1 100 100 x_« b b
P ¢(d)
uniformly for all d < x. Combining (24) and (26) and using the estimate
d
¢(d)>> ,
loglogd
14
(log.tl 2+E
S(t) dt«
2
ogX l+~
t' '
(l X)2 -
(22) M « x E = o( (l l )lIl)- .
(lOgx)l+2 lIl!logx -o(S/zCr)).
:>- - +'111 C/ (l x)- E
( )
2
1 r 1
(24) N ~ x L L - ~ :... L L-
pq 2 p
<I >1!O£XI 1+E p.q~x <I >I!O£XI!+E p~x
1 =1
1
n
n(x,d, 1) ~ ¢(d)log(!J)'
L
X
1
° °-«~
p
¢(d)>> loglogd'
we deduce that
(27)
7 1 x(loglogxr-l
N«x(loglogx)- "-7-« 1+
L ¢-(d) (logX) E
d >1!OgXI 1+E
(
X(lOglOgX)lIl) .
=0 =O(."lIzC\)).
lIl!logx
By (27) we may now assume that for almost all 11 E ,'h (x), one has (PI - L PJ -1) ~
(log x )1+Efor all primes P -=I- q dividing 111. We can now estimate A(111) from below.
Using the fact that 111 is square-free, it follows that z~ 1 is a direct product of cyclic
groups Z;, each having a generator of order P - 1, for all primes P dividing 111.
Since A(111) is the maximal order among all elements, we see that
(28)
where the products in (28) are taken over prime divisors P -=I- q. The number of
choices for P and q are clearly
(
(j)(I1)) (n(I1)) /z2(x)~ ~ ~
222
so that for almost all 11 E ."liz(x), we have that
(29)
1 2TI (p - L q - 1) ~ (log.d2+EIIz Ixi
pqlllj
for every fixed f > O. Combining (28) and (29) and using the bound (see [28] and
Theorem 328 in [20])
Cs
¢(s)~--­
log log s
for some constant 0 < C < e-Y , where y is the Euler-Mascheroni constant, we
obtain
C111
~ l'
(log x) I 2+Eliz-IX I(log log 111)
11
1 , •
( ..!!....) (loo X)I 2+Eliz-IX IIII b
where f > 0 may be different in each occurrence to absorb smaller terms. Combin-
ing (23) and (30), we have
(31 )
15
«x(loglogx)2 ¢2(d)« (logX)l+E
!o x
')111) )_ (X(lOglOgX = O(."lIz(X) .
-0 lIl!l x
l+E Ill. I I)
III
Ill.
I I)
A(I1I) ~ TIplllj (p - 1)
TIpqlllj (p - L q -1)'
. ± I1 XI
¢(s) ~ loglogs
C:\ (logX)I±+EI1z2 '
:2 I
¢ (111)(30)A(I1)~A(I1I)~ l'
(log x) I:2+Eliz-IX I
C111 III
~ l' ~ l'(log x )1 :2+Eliz-IX I(log log x) (logx)I:2+Eliz-IX I
11
A(I1) ~ 1.!.+EI1z2 IXI +2+E(logx) 2
Since h (x) monotonically tends to infinity, we obtain from (31) that
(32)
for every fixed f > 0 and for almost all 11 E .'liz (x). Finally to eliminate the
dependence on x, observe that the number of integers satisfying 11 < JX is
o(SIzCr)) and we may assume that JX ~ 11 ~ x. Hence logx ~ 210gl1 and using
the hypotheses on h (x), we have that h2 (x) ~ c2h2 ( JX) ~ c2h2 (11 ) for c > 1 and all
sufficiently large x in terms of c. It follows from (32) that
for almost all 11 E ,'h (x) since we can absorb the smaller terms with a different f > 0
and choose c as close as we need to 1. Clearly the number of exceptional 11 ~ x
depends only on h (x) and f > O. This completes the proof in the case of ,'h (x). In
the case of SK (x) = [11 ~ X : n (11) ~ K), where K is a fixed integer, the argument
is the same except at the end that the number of choices for p and q are ~ (~ ) and
where the number ofexceptions depends only on K and f. This completes the proof
of Theorem 2. D
7 PROOF OF THEOREM 3
For any 11 > 1, we know that
(33) D('L~) (IZ~I) (¢(I1))-- ~ 1+ log -- = 1 + log -- .
A(I1) A(I1) A(I1)
Using the estimate ofErd6s, Pomerance and Schmutz [11], we have
(34)
11
A(11) > ------:-----,-------;------:------::-(log 11 )log log log n+A+oI II
for almost all 11. It follows from (34) that
(35) ¢(I1) < (loOI1)logloglogn+A+oIII
A(I1) '" b
for almost all 11. Combining (33) and (35), we obtain
D(Z*)
--'-' = (} (loo 100 11 • 10°10° 100 11 ) = (} (loo 100 x . 10°10° 100 x)A(I1) b b b b b b b b b b
for almost all 11 ~ x.
16
11
D(Z*) ~ ),.(11) ~ I l+E 11z2 1XIII (logx) 2
* 11 11D(ZII)~ 1" ~ l'
(210g 11)1 :f+E !L'-Iz-1I11 (log 11)1 :f+E liz-III I
11
11 :>- -----;K-----~~~C/ I 1+7+ED(Z*)~),.(I1)~ Il+EII~I+2+E (l0011) 2 -
II (210g 11 ) - b
Z~
),. 1 ),. 1 ),. 1
),.(11) > 11
II I
¢ (11)--:;--( ~ (l gl1)logloglogll+ +OIII
11
__11_ .
),. 1
We have, by the proof of Theorem 2, that for almost all 11 E .'liz (x) (or 11 E SK (x)),
11 has a square-free divisor 111 with
11
111 ~ -----;;-c-
(logx)2+E
for every fixed f > O. Moreover for any pair of prime divisors p -=I- q of 111, we have
(p - L q - 1) ~ (logX)!+E. Consequently
(36)
11
A(I1)~A(111)~ 1 ,
(logx)I :;:+E liz-IX I
for almost all 11 E .'liz (x) and
(37)
for almost all 11 E SKCr). we deduce from (33), (36) and (37) that
D('L*) ((¢(I1))) 7--'-' = (} log -- = (}(h-(x)loglogx)
A(I1) A(I1)
for almost all 11 E .'liz (x) and
D('L* )
--'-' = (h(loglogx)
A(11 )
for almost all 11 E SK Cr). This completes the proof of Theorem 3. D
8 PROOF OF THEOREM ..(
Using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 2, we see that the number of
11 ~ x which are divisible by a square-full number d > (log x )2 is (} (l;~x ). Moreover
by the Hardy-Ramanujan type inequalities on the number of prime factors of 11
(see [18] and [35]), we have for a given A~ 1 that the number ofl1 ~ x with (j)(I1) ~
Aloglogx is
where (j) (11) is the number of distinct prime factors of 11. As a consequence of (3 8),
the number of 11 ~ x with (j) (11) ~ 310g log x is (} (l;~J We also have from the
proof of Theorem 2 that the number of 11 ~ x having"prime factors p and q with
(p - L q -1) > (logX)!+E fOff > 0 is (}(l;~x). If A is the set ofall 11 ~ x satisfying
at least one of the above conditions, then using the fact that
(
¢(I1))log -- ~ logx
A(11 )
17
111 ~ (log x )2+
'A(I1)~'A(lll)~ (1+EI1z2(xl
(logx) 2
11
'A (11 ) ~ 'A(111) ~ (K 1+2+E
(logx) 2
D('L~) ( (lOg(¢(I1))) (}( 2( )10 l )
' '
D('L~) = (h(loglogx)
' (1
'
' l
(38) (} ((lOg.d::~gHI ).).
'
' (1
we obtam
(39) " (¢(I1))Llog -- = o(x).
A(11 )
ilEA
On the other hand, if 11 ~ x and 11 is not in A, then we may write 11 = 111 . ( ..!!.... ) where
II)
111 is square-free and
(40)
11
111~ 7·(logx)-
Using (40) we have
As a result, combining (41) with the fact that A(I1) ~ A(111), we deduce
(42)
7
¢(I1) (logx)-¢(llI) .2 TI
-- ~ ~ (log x) (p - L q - 1)
A(I1) A(llI)
pqlll)
pf=q
(
Willi)~ (logX)2((logX)I!+EI) 2 ~ exp(0((loglogx)3)).
It follows from (42) that
(43) (
¢(I1)) ~log -- = O((loglogxt)
A(11 )
when 11 is not in A. Gathering (39) and (43) together, we obtain
"D('L~) ,,( (¢(I1)))L-- ~ L l+log --
A(I1) A(I1)
Il~X Il~X
" " (¢(I1)) " (¢(I1)) ~= L 1 + Llog -- + Llog -- = O(x(loglogxt).
A(I1) A(I1)
Il~X ilEA Il\!A
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. D
Remark. The average value of the function log( t::: )played a key role in the proof
Theorem 4. In connection with this, we should mention that a very detailed study on
the distribution of prime divisors of the quotient t:::, which is roughly a measure
of how far the group of reduced residues is from being cyclic, was recently done
by Banks, Luca and Shparlinski [3]. Although only upper bounds on this quotient
were needed for Theorem 4, obtaining lower bounds and the true order of growth
of the average
1" (¢(I1))- L loo --x b A(I1)
Il~X
18
1),.
ilEA (11)
:>- .111 C/ (log x)-
(
11) 11 7(41) ¢(11)=¢ 111·- ~-¢(I11)~(logx)-¢(I11).
111 111
),. 11 ),.(
1 x)-¢(I11
),.(11) ),.(111)
1
),.(
" 1--),.(11) ),.(11)
1 1
),.(11) ),.(11)
1:;.- lOg(~)Il~X ),.(11)
is an interesting problem on its own right. It is known by the work of Banks, Luca
and Shparlinski [3] that there exists some positive constant c such that almost all
11 ~ x have
10 0 10 0 x» b b
q
prime factors p satisfying p == 1 (mod q) and this holds for all primes q with
cloglogx
q ~ ----='-----=---
logloglogx
Let L(I1) denote the least common multiple of numbers of the form p - 1 for all
prime divisors p of 11. As a consequence we have
¢(I1) = TIp11l(p -1) ~ TI
A(I1) L(I1)
~ clOQlOQ.\
q -....;::: log l~g l~g.\
q pnme
C I log log .\
q q
for some c' > 0 and for almost all 11 ~ x, where the product on the left is taken over
all prime divisors of 11. Using Mertens' estimate, we have
(
¢(I1))10 0 -- » 10 0 10 0 x
b A(I1) b b
~ clOQlOQ.\
q -...::::. log l~g l~g.\
for almost all 11 ~ x and consequently that
logq
--» loglogx ·logloglogx
q
1" (¢(I1))- Llog -- »loglogx ·logloglogx.
x A(I1)
Il~X
This lower bound seems to be close to the true order of magnitude of the average of
log( t:::)because of (35).
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